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TiO2-SnO2:F interfacial electronic structure investigated by soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy
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The electronic structure of the titanium dioxide (TiO2)-fluorine-doped tin dioxide (SnO2:F) interface is
investigated by soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation. The measurements probe
the site- and symmetry-selected unoccupied density of states and reflect the interaction between an early
transition-metal-oxide (d0) semiconductor and a post-transition-metal-oxide (d10) degenerate semiconductor.
The distinct interfacial electronic structure of TiO2-SnO2:F is established by contrasting spectra with those for
anatase and rutile TiO2, SnO2:F, and ZnO-SnO2:F and CdO-SnO2:F interfaces. Oxygen 1s absorption spectra,
which relate to the O 2p partial density of states of the conduction band, indicate that the interface is associated
with a reduction in Ti d-O p orbital hybridization and an alteration of the TiO2 crystal field. These observations
are consistent with measured titanium 2p absorption spectra, which in addition provide evidence for distortion
of long-range order around the cation site in the interfacial TiO2. The TiO2-SnO2:F interface is a functional
component of a number of optoelectronic devices, perhaps most notably within the anode structure of solar cell
architectures. In nonequilibrium conditions, such as those found in operating solar cells, interfacial electronic
structure directly influences performance by modifying, for instance, the quasi-Fermi level electrons and the
potential distribution at the transparent electrode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Performance in modern optoelectronics is increasingly
reliant on the efficiency of interfacial processes, which are di-
rectly influenced by the character and occupancy of electronic
states near the interface. Devices designed to absorb or emit
light contain layers of organic or inorganic heterostructures,
which either function as active components or which facilitate
the extraction or injection of electrons from or to the optically
active phases. The interfacial regions of heterostructures,
which can extend several nanometers beyond their actual
atomic interfaces, can be characterized by abrupt or gradual
changes in chemical, structural, and electronic properties.1 The
nature of these atomic- and molecular-level interactions is not
restricted to academic interest; the macroscopic performance
of modern technologies is often reliant on their presence.
Here we can consider, for example, the various incarnations
of the excitonic solar cell2 and its inorganic counterpart
the quantum dot solar cell,3 whose very operation requires
exciton dissociation and electron transfer processes, which
are interfacial phenomena. In general the significance of
heterostructure properties is amplified in nanodevices, the
large junction areas within which contribute considerably to
the overall device functionality.

In transition-metal-oxide heterostructures, charge transfer,
covalent bonding, and orbital reconstruction effects modify
the d orbital character and occupancy at the interface.4 These
effects are expressed through a number of new discoveries
whose related technologies will rely on precise knowledge of
the interface electronic structure, such as those using interfacial

conductivity,5 magnetism,6 or electron enrichment.7 Size
effects in low-dimensional oxides further influence interfacial
chemistry8 and electronic structure through enhancements in
orbital hybridization9 and through quantum confinement.10

Here we study the electronic structure of the interface
of titanium dioxide (TiO2) and fluorine-doped tin dioxide
(SnO2:F, FTO), one of the most commonly used transparent
conductive oxides (TCO). SnO2:F is the preferred TCO for
numerous optoelectronic applications and is notable for its
thermal stability over a wide range of processing temperatures.
The buried interfaces are studied by synchrotron-based soft
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), which provides spectra
related to the site- and symmetry-selected unoccupied density
of states. The key experimental requirement is the deposition of
ultrathin layers, whose feature dimensions should not exceed
the inelastic mean-free path of electrons (∼1–10 nm). This
enables the measurement of electron yields generated from
transitions originating exclusively from the interfacial region
upon synchrotron soft x-ray irradiation. For comparative
purposes we examine some aspects of CdO- and ZnO-
SnO2:F interfaces (all post-transition-metal oxides), mainly to
highlight the relative chemical sensitivity and specificity of the
TiO2 phase. ZnO and CdO to refer to the binary post-transition-
metal oxides, which are expected to remain stoichiometric in
these conditions due to the very high ionization potentials of
monovalent cations. The TiO2 phase is strongly influenced by
the substrate as will be discussed in detail herein. However,
for convenience we refer to the ultrathin titanium oxide as
TiO2, given that similar preparation conditions for thicker films
produce stoichiometric TiO2.11
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Comprehensive understanding of the electronic structure
of oxide-TCO interfaces contributes to continuing efforts to
optimize a number of optoelectronic devices of considerable
social consequence. The oxide-TCO interface can be found
in dye-sensitized,12–14 quantum dot-sensitized,15 organic,16

and solid-state solar cells,17–19 in light-emitting20 and organic
light-emitting diodes, as well as in solar water-splitting
photoanodes.21 In nanodevices the interface may result from
the direct growth of nanostructures onto TCO electrodes22 or
through the use of seed layers23 to facilitate nanostructure
growth. In all cases, during device operation electrons are
transported through the interfacial region, where they inter-
act with the interface electronic structure. For instance, in
dye-sensitized solar cells the open-circuit potential can be
limited by recombination at the metal-oxide-TCO interface.24

Additionally it has recently been demonstrated that annealing
α-Fe2O3 photoanodes at high temperatures for a few minutes
alters the nature of the α-Fe2O3-TCO interface, leading
to a dramatic increase in water oxidation photocurrents in
photoelectrochemical cells.25 Another recent report, which has
motivations similar to those in this study, has characterized
the TiO2-indium tin oxide (ITO) interface electronic structure
by low intensity x-ray and UV photoemission spectroscopy.26

A fundamental understanding of the oxide-TCO interface
provides direction to address operational deficiencies at their
physical source. To best facilitate these important fields, we
fabricated heterostructures using techniques that realistically
represent actual fabrication steps for these devices: use of com-
mercial polycrystalline SnO2:F substrates, low temperatures,
and moderate pressures.

II. EXPERIMENT

Ultrathin films of TiO2, ZnO, and CdO were fabricated
by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Films were deposited
onto commercial SnO2:F substrates (Pilkington, TEC 7) at
150 ◦C using commercial titanium tetrachloride, diethyl zinc,
dimethyl cadmium, and water as the precursors. The pulsing
sequence for each system was 3-s metal molecule, 60-s N2

purge, 3-s water, and 60-s N2 purge, where the N2 purge and
carrier flow rate is constant at 80 standard cubic centimeters
per minute (SCCM). Six cycles of ZnO and CdO and
15 cycles of TiO2 were performed so that the thickness of
each oxide is 12 ± 2 Å.11,27 Prior to measurement, all samples
were annealed in air at 450 ◦C for 2 h (0.36 ◦C s−1 ramp
rate from 23 ◦C to 450 ◦C) to ensure the crystallinity of all
phases.

Soft x-ray absorption spectra were measured on Beamline
8.0 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory. Spectra were recorded in total electron
yield mode (TEY) and were obtained by measurement of the
sample drain photocurrent under irradiation with monochro-
matic light. The resolutions of the measurements were 0.4 eV
at the O K-edge, 0.35 eV at the Sn M-edge, and 0.3 eV at
the Ti L-edge. The incident radiation flux was monitored by
the photocurrent produced in a gold mesh in the beam path.
The photon energy was calibrated using the first peak of the
anatase TiO2 O ls absorption spectrum located at 530.8 eV.
The presented absorption spectra for anatase and rutile TiO2

were measured on Beamline 7.0.1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XAS probes the site- and symmetry-selected unoccupied
density of states through an electronic transition between a
localized core state and a valence state in a transition metal
oxide system. The large energy separation among core levels
gives the technique elemental selectivity, the participation of
valence electrons yields chemical state sensitivity, and the
dipole nature of the transitions provides symmetry informa-
tion. The probe is localized to one specific atomic site, around
which the electronic structure is reflected as a partial density
of states contribution.

To provide context to an analysis of interfacial x-ray
absorption spectra, a few important distinctions are necessary
to be made between TiO2 and the post-transition-metal-oxides
SnO2, ZnO, and CdO. In bulk TiO2, Ti ions have a Ti4+(3d0)
electronic configuration, and the empty conduction band is
comprised of Ti 3d, 4s, and 4p orbitals, with 3d orbitals
dominant in the bottom of the conduction band. In contrast,
in SnO2 for example, Sn ions have a Sn4+(4d105s05p0)
configuration, with 5s and 5p orbitals dominant in the con-
duction band minimum.28 In addition, with a few exceptions
the post-transition-metal-oxide cations have one preferred
oxidation state; whereas in the transition-metal oxides, there
is often a small energy difference between the dn and dn+1

configurations. As a result, the transition metals typically have
many stable oxides, and their surface and interface chemistry is
much more complex.29 These complexities are evident in x-ray
absorption spectra; their interpretation requires the inclusion
of titanium oxide reference spectra. There are additional
properties specific to the reference oxides examined, which
must be briefly addressed. The anisotropy30 and surface
polarity31 of ZnO are important aspects of this material,
which directly influence electronic structure measurements.
Additionally, the large electron accumulation in CdO,32

associated with massive band bending, is not characteristic of
TiO2 and should be noted. These factors should not influence
our interpretations to any significant degree.

A. Oxygen ls soft x-ray absorption

Upon irradiation of the oxides with x-rays of sufficient
energies, core O ls electrons are promoted to an excited state,
which is coupled to the original state by the dipole selection
rule.33 The change in angular momentum quantum number
(�L) must be ±1—only the oxygen p character is probed.
The existence of these transitions in itself is an indication
of the partially covalent bonding in these materials.34 For this
application, O 1s spectra provide a useful representation of the
unoccupied electronic structure at interfacial metal sites, be-
cause in these materials, above the Fermi level empty bands are
predominantly metal weight hybridized with O 2p character.

The O 1s absorption spectra for the bare SnO2:F surface and
the TiO2-SnO2:F, ZnO-SnO2:F, and CdO-SnO2:F interfaces
are provided in Fig. 1. The qualitatively similar spectrum
measured for all cases confirms the validity of the ultrathin film
approach to probe the interface: the buried SnO2:F dominates
the expression of O p states in each XAS measurement. In
other words, because the inelastic mean-free path is restricted
to ∼1–10 nm, the signal represents the O p states of the
interface, defined as a region approximately 2 nm on either
side of the atomic interface.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) O K-edge x-ray absorption spectra for
(from top to bottom) SnO2:F and the TiO2-SnO2:F, ZnO-SnO2:F, and
CdO-SnO2:F interfaces.

The bottom of the conduction band of SnO2 is comprised
of Sn 5s orbitals, which hybridize with O 2p orbitals and
are expressed in the O 1s absorption spectra as peak A in
Fig. 1. Peaks B, C, and D primarily correspond to the O
2p orbitals hybridized with Sn 5p orbitals deeper in the
conduction band.35 In the molecular orbital framework, peak
A corresponds to transition to the ag state, and peaks B, C, and
D correspond to the successive transitions to the b1u, b2u, and
b3u states.36 The ag state reflects the partial density of states of
the O2 set of oxygen orbitals, which are perpendicular to the
plane of the Sn3O trigonal configuration, while the b1u, b2u,
and b3u states reflect a combination of the in-plane O1 set and
out-of-plane O2 set.35,37 Peak E, located in the pre-edge region
at 531.4 eV, is found uniquely in TiO2-SnO2:F, and results
from the hybridization of unoccupied Ti d(t2g) levels with O
2p levels, which exist in the conduction bands of titanium
oxides, as will be discussed in detail later in this paper. Close
inspection of the rising edge of peak A reveals additional
intensity near 533.4 eV for all thin-film samples. This is
attributed to Ti 3d-, Zn 4s-, and Cd 5s-O 2p hybridized states,
which exist in the respective conduction bands of the oxides.

B. Tin 3d soft x-ray absorption

The Sn M4,5-edge x-ray absorption spectra, presented in
Fig. 2, describe transitions from Sn 3d levels to p or f states in
the conduction band of SnO2:F. The lower signal-to-noise ratio
in comparison to those for O K-edge spectra results from the
much lower x-ray absorption cross section of the M-edge. The
conduction band minimum of SnO2 is dominantly comprised
of Sn 5s levels. Deeper in the conduction band the density of
states is dominantly Sn p character.38

It is apparent in Fig. 2 that Sn 3d absorption at the surface of
SnO2:F is largely unchanged by the formation of an interface
with CdO and ZnO. Here we can consider the relative chemical
stability of the post-transition-metal oxides. High energies are
required to add or remove electrons when these cations are
coordinated with O2− ligands, limiting the number of states
accessible for the formation of defects, which have different
electron configurations.29 These spectra contrast with that of

FIG. 2. (Color online) Sn M4,5-edge absorption spectra for bare
SnO2:F (black solid line) and the TiO2-SnO2:F (blue solid line),
ZnO-SnO2:F (green solid line), and CdO-SnO2:F (red solid line)
interfaces.

TiO2-SnO2:F, which contains a large distortion of the M4 and
M5 bands. The broadening and overall reduction in resolution
of these peaks compared to those for bare SnO2:F has been
found in x-ray absorption spectra for SnO.39 Through consid-
eration of high-surface-area SnO2 aerogels, Kucheyev et al.39

assigned the distortion to the presence of undercoordinated
surface atoms. Ahn et al.40 observed a similar broadening
in their study of size-controlled SnO2 nanoparticles, where
increased broadening was found to be correlated with decreas-
ing nanoparticle size. Broadening in this case was attributed
to decreasing long-range order in SnO2 crystals.

The small leading edge feature at 488.5 eV present in
the M5 band for TiO2-SnO2:F has been identified previously
in SnO2 aerogels39 and nanoribbons.41 It is suggested to be
related to Sn p states that are created by oxygen vacancies and
surface reconstruction. The spin-orbit splitting creates an M4

band counterpart that overlaps with peak J , which explains
the dramatic distortion of this peak in our experiments.
Surface reconstruction of this type will alter the Fermi level
position of the heterostructure.39 The presence of additional
Sn p states, which have been assigned to exist both below42

and above39 the conduction band minimum, potentially alters
the electronic structure of the conduction band. In order to
confirm the presence of SnO2 surface reconstruction, which
is only observed indirectly here, more detailed analyses
are required, for example, those involving high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy.

C. Titanium 3d band projected onto O 2 p orbitals

The strong intensity of peak E in Fig. 1, which corresponds
primarily to unoccupied O 2p states, weight-hybridized in
states with Ti 3d character,9 enables a more detailed analysis
of the conduction band minimum of TiO2 at its interface with
SnO2:F. The difference spectrum obtained by subtraction of the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Oxygen 1s absorption spectra for anatase
TiO2, rutile TiO2, and TiO2 thin film deposited on SnO2:F. The
interfacial TiO2 spectrum was obtained by subtraction of the SnO2:F
O 1s absorption spectrum such that the intensity remained positive.
The dashed vertical lines indicate the energies of the Ti t2g and eg

band maxima for anatase TiO2. The inset provides the interfacial TiO2

spectrum at higher energies.

SnO2:F O ls absorption spectrum from that of TiO2-SnO2:F
(such that the resulting spectrum intensity is positive) is
presented in Fig. 3, with O ls absorption spectra of anatase
and rutile TiO2 included for comparison. The Ti 3d band of
the O ls absorption spectrum (located from 529 to 535 eV7) is
of primary interest to this study, and the difference spectrum
in this energy range possesses a high signal-to-noise ratio,
highlighting the importance of synchrotron-based soft XAS
for studying d0 materials. The 4sp band is located at higher
energies (inset of Fig. 3) and possesses a larger energy spread,
which is related to the degree of covalency in the material.33

Increased broadening of this band is consistent with previous
investigations of size effects in TiO2,9 as described in detail
below. It is possible that the O 1s absorption spectrum of the
underlying SnO2:F, modified by the presence of the TiO2, is not
the same as that of bare SnO2:F (see discussion above on the Sn
M-edge). The analysis of the difference spectrum that follows
is conducted in the context of this unavoidable limitation.

In the oxides of titanium, Ti cations are surrounded by
a distorted octahedron of oxygen anions, and the associated
electrostatic fields split the d orbitals into a triply degenerate
t2g band (dxy , dxz, and dyz orbitals) and a doubly degenerate
eg band (dx2−y2 and dz2 orbitals). The dashed vertical lines in
Fig. 3 show the positions of the t2g and eg bands hybridized
with O 2p orbitals in the conduction band of anatase TiO2.
The energies of the peak maxima corresponding to the eg

bands nearly overlap among anatase TiO2, rutile TiO2, and

TiO2-SnO2:F. In contrast, the centroid of the t2g peak for TiO2-
SnO2:F lies at greater energies than those for the reference
titanium oxides.

The energy separation between the O 2p weights of the
t2g and eg sub-bands is a reflection of the ligand-field strength
or the ligand-field splitting parameter �.33 This parameter
depends on the specific metal and ligand involved, as well as
the oxidation state of the metal, and in general for a given metal
the ligand-field strength increases with increasing oxidation
state. In the TiO2-SnO2:F interface, structural distortions in
the lattice could change the symmetry of the cation site
environment, which would be associated with a change in
the ligand field. Interestingly, Soriano et al.43 showed that
structural disorder in TiO2 induced by surface sputtering is
associated with a 0.6-eV reduction in the ligand-field splitting,
which was attributed to weaker Ti 3d-O 2p hybridization.

An alteration of the titanium oxide ligand field is notable
in this analysis of the interface electronic structure: the field
influences the orientation of d orbitals around the metal ion in
transition-metal-oxide systems and by extension many of the
system’s physical properties. A large deviation of the ligand
field at the TiO2-SnO2:F interface from that of reference TiO2

will influence electron conduction, which primarily takes place
in empty Ti 3d orbitals. Significant alterations of the ligand-
field strength suggest the presence of further distortion of the
octahedral coordination of Ti.

The line shape of O ls absorption spectra in this energy
range is additionally modified by size effects related to the high
density of interface and surface states in nanoscale systems.
Recently the size effect on the orbital character of anatase TiO2

nanoparticles over two orders of magnitude in average diam-
eter (2–200 nm) has been reported.9 It was determined that as
a consequence of the contracted nature of d orbitals, the hy-
bridization of O 2p with Ti 4s orbitals contributes more signifi-
cantly in systems with nanoscale dimensionality and high con-
centrations of surface states. It is reasonable to assume in the
present case that interface and surface states manifest as line
broadening in the measured O ls absorption spectra, consistent
with a relative enhancement of s-p orbital hybridization.

D. Titanium 2 p soft x-ray absorption

Titanium L-edge absorption spectra were recorded to
provide additional information on the interfacial cation site
environment of TiO2-SnO2:F. For comparison, as above,
spectra were recorded for anatase and rutile TiO2 reference
crystals. These spectra, presented in Fig. 4(a), possess four
primary peaks, which result from the core-hole spin-orbit
splitting of 2p levels and the crystal-field splitting of d orbitals
discussed above.44–47 Specifically, the L3 band, located from
456 to 462 eV, represents the 2p3/2→3d4s transition; the L2

band located from 462 to 468 eV represents the 2p1/2→3d4s

transition. Peaks T and W reflect transitions to empty t2g levels,
and peaks U, V, and Y reflect transitions to empty eg levels.

In the final state of the Ti 2p x-ray absorption process, the
significant overlap of core and valence wave functions is ex-
pressed as multiplet effects, which remain largely unscreened
in the solid state. These describe primarily atomic effects
associated with electronic transitions (intra-ionic transitions)
of the general form 2p6dn→2p5dn+1. For this reason, they
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Ti L2,3-edge x-ray absorption spectra for (top to bottom) anatase TiO2 (red), rutile TiO2 (dark red), and TiO2-SnO2:F
(blue). (a) Complete spectra; (b) L3-eg band; (c) high-energy bands, normalized to peak Y . (b) and (c) follow the same order and color
convention as in (a).

can be simulated by calculations in the context of atomic
multiplet theory with modifications to account for the crystal
field and charge transfer effects48 or through multichannel
multiple-scattering calculations.49 The leading-edge multiplet
structure of TiO2 (peaks R and S), have been assigned in
analyses to 2p6d0→2p5d1 for Ti4+ in Oh symmetry.50 The
Ti 2p absorption spectra in Fig. 4(a) indicate the Ti oxidation
state in interfacial TiO2 is primarily 4+.

We now consider the L3-eg band [peaks U and V , Fig. 4(b)],
which shows the greatest variation in intensity among the
various titanium oxides examined. The eg orbitals point
directly to the ligands, and as a result the projection of
their energy levels in x-ray absorption spectra provides a
signature of the cation site environment. It is evident from the
comparison of L-edge spectra provided in Fig. 4(b) that the
line shape of the L3-eg band is sensitive to the symmetry of the
cation. For all samples the eg band is split into an asymmetric
doublet, the origins of which have been explained through a
number of interpretations. Kucheyev et al.51 discussed these
recently in their study of titanium oxide aerogels and through
comparisons with amorphous titanium oxide suggested long-
range order effects contribute to the line shapes. Based on
a negligible change in peak positions with reduction in
sample temperature, they also suggested that the dynamic
Jahn-Teller effect is not a major contributor to the eg band
splitting. Calculations of the expected Ti L2,3 absorption-edge
shapes performed by Crocombette et al.52 determined that
the influence of first-neighbor interactions cannot account for
the large eg splitting observed in these spectra. This was
recently explicitly confirmed in a study by Krüger,49 which
reported Ti L2,3-edge absorption spectra as simulated by the
first-principles multichannel multiple-scattering method, with
large numbers of TiO6 clusters. The splitting of the L3-eg band
could only be reproduced after consideration of a cluster size
of about 60 atoms, which corresponds to a length scale of
∼1 nm. This analysis of the L3-eg band suggests that TiO2-
SnO2:F differs in its long-range order from the titanium oxide

reference crystals. The physical correlate to this electronic
structure observation could be the structural discontinuity
that occurs at the substrate-film interface. Disorder on this
length scale could reflect a strain gradient and/or relaxation
in the interfacial TiO2. The line shape of the L3-eg band
appears similar to those found for unrelaxed amorphous
TiO2 prepared by ion bombardment of rutile TiO2.51 These
disorder-induced modifications to the interfacial electronic
structure are expected to exist within larger crystals deposited
onto SnO2:F, which would be strained near the interface and
relaxed toward bulk properties farther from the interface.

The high-energy region of the Ti 2p absorption spectra,
located between 468 and 480 eV [Fig. 4(c)], shows variation
among anatase, rutile, and the interfacial TiO2. This energy
range contains two bands separated by 5–6 eV, which have
been suggested to originate from 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 transitions,51

as discussed above. The line shapes of these features have
been attributed to polaronic transitions,53 the partial Ti 3d

and Ti 4s density of states,50 and in the molecular orbital
description to transitions from Ti 2p core levels to t1u-type
orbitals.51,54 The peaks’ doublet structure, most evident in the
spectrum for anatase TiO2, is not resolved in the spectrum for
TiO2-SnO2:F. Generally, we observe broadening of the peaks,
which is consistent with the disruption of long-range order
discussed above with respect to the L3-eg band.

Observation of unique ordering on a length scale of 1 nm
in interfacial TiO2 has a number of implications for carrier
transport through the TiO2-SnO2:F interface during device
operation. For example, the corundum crystal structure and
associated distorted octahedral symmetry of Ti2O3 causes
splitting of conduction band t2g states into sub-bands in this
material.55 Specifically, in Ti2O3 t2g states are split into bond-
ing and antibonding a1g sub-bands, which surround a eπ

g sub-
band. This creates a band gap and results in semiconducting
behavior. Although these features of the TiO2-SnO2:F interface
cannot be determined from data presented in this paper, it is
interesting to consider the interfacial bonding environment
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is associated with a number of possible conduction band
structures. The unique dispersion of the interfacial Ti 3d band,
projected onto O p orbitals in the O ls absorption spectrum in
Fig. 3, provides additional evidence of the type of long-range
order to which these data refer.

E. TiO2-SnO2:F interfaces in solar cells

The data presented in this paper suggest the electronic
structure of the TiO2-SnO2:F interface contrasts with that of
its constituent reference crystals through distinct alterations
of the crystal field and long-range order of the cation site
environment. These observations provide evidence toward
understanding the operation of optoelectronic devices utilizing
this interface, which often possess feature dimensionality
on the length scale over which the interface was probed in
this study. For example, dye-sensitized solar cells commonly
utilize as electron transport phases colloidal films of TiO2

nanoparticles whose diameter is on the order of 10 nm.12 The
nature of the TiO2-SnO2:F interface may play a critical role in
determining the performance of these devices. It is generally
interpreted that the open-circuit potential of dye-sensitized
solar cells is limited by the energy difference between the TiO2

conduction band and the redox potential of the electrolyte.56

However, the TiO2-SnO2:F interface can significantly influ-
ence operating parameters such as the fill factor.57 Rühle and
Cahen57 analyzed the electrostatic potential distribution at the
TiO2-SnO2:F interface and simulated cell performance with an
analytical expression for electron tunneling through an elec-
trostatic barrier. The potential distribution from this analysis
suggests the existence of a TiO2-SnO2:F interfacial potential
barrier width of approximately 1 nm. This is the same length
scale over which we observe distinct dissimilarities between
the electronic structure of the interface and those of reference
titania crystals. Inorganic solid-state solar cells with similar
anode architectures, such as extremely thin absorber cells,20 re-
quire compact TiO2 thin films to prevent recombination current
during operation. In such cells the potential distribution in this
layer should be engineered to promote the efficient injection of
electrons from TiO2 into SnO2:F. For example, photocurrent
transient measurements performed by Rühle and Dittrich58

suggest increased narrowness of the electrostatic potential drop
at the TiO2-SnO2:F interface may be required to increase the
performance of such cells. In most applications, the translation
of electrochemical potential of electrons in TiO2 to an electro-
static potential at the TiO2-SnO2;F interface56 is expected to be
influenced by the unoccupied density of states studied experi-
mentally in this paper. The description of the electronic struc-
ture provided by these measurements suggests, for example,
that in nonequilibrium conditions (i.e., solar cell operating con-
ditions), the quasi-Fermi level of electrons in the interface will
differ from what is expected by consideration of the respective
bulk semiconductor properties of the constituent phases. These
observations can also relate to the creation of favorable gradi-

ents of electrical or chemical potential, which could contribute
to the observed high efficiency of dye-sensitized solar cells.

IV. CONCLUSION

The electronic structure of the TiO2-SnO2:F interface, an
important structure for a number of (opto)electronic devices,
has been investigated by soft XAS. The distinct interfacial
electronic structure of TiO2-SnO2:F has been established by
contrasting spectra with those for anatase and rutile TiO2,
SnO2:F, and the ZnO-SnO2:F and CdO-SnO2:F interfaces. The
Ti 3d band of the interfacial oxygen 1s absorption spectrum
indicates a reduction in the degree of p-d hybridization and
an alteration of the TiO2 crystal field. Titanium 2p absorption
spectra provide evidence for distortion of long-range order
around Ti ions in the interfacial TiO2.

These observations can inform methodology to address
operational deficiencies associated with the TiO2-SnO2:F
interface in optoelectronic devices. For example, a compre-
hensive characterization of the chemically resolved interfacial
electronic structure provides information that facilitates the
elimination of unfavorable processing conditions, including
high temperatures, which are associated with additional costs
and diffusion effects between phases, and which preclude
the use of inexpensive temperature-sensitive substrates. The
results indicate that in solar cell operating conditions, the
quasi-Fermi level of electrons in the interface will differ
from predictions based on bulk oxide material properties.
The interfacial electronic structure in addition influences the
electrostatic potential distribution at the oxide-TCO interface,
which is often a critical operational aspect of working
optoelectronic devices. The description of the unoccupied
electronic states at the TiO2-SnO2:F interface presented in this
report provides additional information toward explaining de-
viations in solar cell performance metrics from those expected
by bulk material properties and the various predictive models.
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